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 .   ..Consider the retarded Lienard equation x0 q f x x9 q g x t y h s 0, whereÂ
f , g : R ª R are continuous and h G 0. Using Liapunov's direct method, we give
necessary and sufficient conditions to ensure boundedness and oscillation of all
solutions and their derivatives. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the retarded Lienard equationÂ
x0 q f x x9 q g x t y h s 0, 1.1 .  .  . .
 .  .where f , g : y`, q` ª y`, q` are continuous and h G 0 is a con-
stant. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given to ensure boundedness
 .and oscillation of solutions of 1.1 , where the damping function f may not
be positive.
The Lienard equationÂ
x0 q f x x9 q g x s 0 1.2 .  .  .
has been the subject of extensive investigations for many years. On results
concerning boundedness, stability, oscillation, and periodicity of solutions
 . w x w x w xof 1.2 , we refer to Burton 1, 2 , Graef 4 , Sansone and Conti 10 , SugieÂ
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 w x.THEOREM A Burton 1 . Suppose that
f x ) 0 for all x g R s y`, q` and xg x ) 0 for x / 0. .  .  .
1.3 .
 .Then all solutions of 1.2 and their deri¨ ati¨ es are bounded if and only if
"`
f x q g x dx s "`. 1.4 .  .  .H
0
This theorem was improved by many authors. We list the results of
w x w x w xGraef 4 , Sugie 12 , and Villari 13 for references. We define
x x
F x s f j dj and G x s g j dj . .  .  .  .H H
0 0
 w x.THEOREM B Graef 4 . Suppose that there are positi¨ e constants k and c
 .  . < <  . such that xg x ) 0 and xF x ) 0 for x G k, F x F yc if x F yk or
 . .  .F x G c if x G k . Then solutions of 1.2 are uniformly ultimately bounded
 .if and only if 1.4 holds.
 w x.THEOREM C Sugie 12 . Suppose the following conditions hold.
 .  .  .a g x F x G 0 for all x g R,
 .  .b there is a constant P ) 0 such that G x G yP for all x g R,
 .  .  .  .  .c G x F lim sup G u for x G 0, G x F lim sup G u ifuªq` uªy`
x F 0,
 . <  . <d there is a constant Q ) 0 such that F x F Q for all x g R,
 . "`  .  .e H g x F x dx s "`.0
 .Then all solutions of 1.2 and their deri¨ ati¨ es are bounded.
w xIn 13 Villari proved a generalized version of Theorem B and a theorem
w xon oscillation which was improved by his joint work with Zanolin 14 .
Hara, Yoneyama, and Sugie also obtained the same result independently
w xin 6 . The following assumption will be needed in their theorems.
 .  4  4A There exist a constant c ) 0 and sequences x and j such1 n n
that
F x G yc with x ª q` as n ª q` .n n
and
F j F c with j ª y` as n ª q`. .n n
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w x  .THEOREM D 6, 14 . Suppose that A holds and there exists a positi¨ e1
constant e such that
< <xF x - 0 for 0 - x F e , .
xg x ) 0 for x / 0. .
 .Then all solutions of 1.2 oscillate if and only if
q` g x .
lim sup F x s q` or dx s q`, . H 1 q F x .0xªq` y
1.5 .
g x .0
lim inf F x s y` or dx s y`, . H 1 q F xxªy`  .y` q
 .   .4  .   .4where F x s max 0, yF x and F x s max 0, F x . It is noted iny q
w x  .14, p. 24 that if there exists a constant P ) 0 such that F x G yP for
 .  .x G 0 and F x F P for x F 0, then 1.5 is equi¨ alent to
lim sup G x q F x s q`, .  .
xªq`
lim sup G x y F x s q`. .  .
xªy`
1.6 .
 .Many authors have considered Eq. 1.1 , as may be seen in the writings
w x w x w x w x w xof Burton 3 , Hale 5 , Krasovskii 7 , Murakami 8 , Somolinos 11 , and
w xYoshizawa 17 . Some descriptions of physical problems associated with
 . w xEq. 1.1 may be found in 9 . The present paper is a continuation of the
w x  .work in 15, 16 . The goal here is to extend Theorems B and D to 1.1 and
preserve the necessary and sufficient conditions.
y q  x w .  .Let R , R , R denote the intervals y`, 0 , 0, q` , and y`, q` ,
w x .respectively. C yh, 0 , R denotes the space of continuous functions f :
w x 5 5yh, 0 ª R with the supremum norm ? . If x is a continuous function
of u defined on yh F u - A, A ) 0, and if t is a fixed number satisfying
w x0 F t - A, then x denotes the restriction of x to the interval t y h, t sot
w x .  .  .that x is an element of C yh, 0 , R defined by x u s x t q u fort t




 .A system equivalent to 1.1 is
t
x9 s y y F x q g x s ds, .  . .H
tyh 2.1 .
y9 s yg x . .
w xIt is known in 3 that for f , g continuous, given a continuous initial
w x .function f g C yh, 0 , R and a number y , then there exists a solution0
 . w .of 2.1 on 0, a satisfying the initial condition. If the solution remains
 .  .bounded, then a s q`. We denote such a solution by x t s x t, f, y ,0
 .  .y t s y t, f, y .0
 .  .DEFINITION 2.1. Solutions of 2.1 are uniformly bounded UB if for
each B ) 0 there is a B ) 0 such that1 2
5 5w xf , y g C yh , 0 , R = R , f F B .  .0 1
<  . < <  . < qimply that x t, f, y q y t, f, y F B for all t g R .0 0 2
 .DEFINITION 2.2. Solutions of 2.1 are uniformly ultimately bounded
 .UUB for bound B if for any B ) 0, there exists T ) 0 such that1
w . w x . 5 5 xf, y g C yh, 0 , R = R, f F B , t G T imply that0 1
x t , f , y q y t , f , y F B. .  .0 0
We make the following assumptions. There are positive constants
P, N, c, k with N ) 1 such that
G x G yP for all x g R , .
F x G yP for all x g Rq, . 2.2 .
F x F P for all x g Ry, .
and
g x F x y Nhg x G 0 for x G k , .  .  . .
2.3 .
g x F x y Nhg x q c G 0 for x F yk . .  .  . .
We may assume that ch F k by choosing k ) 0 large enough. Without loss
of generality, we also assume that
G k s G yk q q for some q ) 0. .  .
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Now define W: R2 ª Rq by
2W x , y s y q c q 2G x q 2 P q 2 q for x F yk , .  .  .
W x , y s y2 q 2G x q 2 P for x G k , .  .
2c c
< <W x , y s y y x q q 2G k q 2 P for x F k . .  . /2k 2
It is clear that W is continuous. We now define a functional V:
w x . qC yh, 0 , R = R ª R by
0 0 2V f , y s W f 0 , y q N g f t dt ds .  .  . . . H H0 0
yh s
N y 1 h . 0 2q g f s ds. . .H2 yh
 . w x .for any f, y g C yh, 0 , R = R.0
 .  .  .THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that 2.2 and 2.3 hold. Then solutions of 2.1
are UB if and only if
q`
lim sup G x q F x q g s F s ds s q`, .  .  .  .H
0xªq`
0
lim sup G x y F x q g s F s q c ds s q`. .  .  .  . .H
y`xªy`
2.4 .
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. Let x t s x t, f, y , y t s y t, f, y be a solution of 2.10 0
w .defined on 0, a . We may assume that a s q` since the estimates which
  .  ..follow give an a priori bound on x t , y t . Let D ) 0 be such that
5 5 < <f q y F D and define0
0 t 2V t s V x , y t s W x t , y t q N g x t dt ds .  .  .  .  . .  . . H Ht
yh tqs
N y 1 h . t 2q g x s ds. . .H2 tyh
 .For x t G k, we have
t2 2V 9 t s 2 yy9 q 2 g x x9 q Nhg x y N g x s ds .  .  .  . .H
tyh
N y 1 h N y 1 h .  .




s 2 y yg x q 2 g x y y F x q g x s ds .  .  .  . .  .H /tyh
N y 1 h .t2 2 2q Nhg x y N g x s ds q g x .  .  . .H 2tyh
N y 1 h .
2y g x t y h . .
2
t 2 2 2F y2 g x F x q g x t q g x s ds q Nhg x .  .  .  .  . .  .H
tyh
N y 1 h .t 2 2y N g x s ds q g x .  . .H 2tyh
N q 1 h .
2F yg x F x y Nhg x y g x F x q g x .  .  .  .  .  . .
2
t 2y N y 1 g x s ds .  . .H
tyh
N q 1 N q 1
F y 1 y g x F x y g x F x y Nhg x .  .  .  .  . . /2 N 2 N
t 2y N y 1 g x s ds .  . .H
tyh
N y 1 t 2F y g x F x y N y 1 g x s ds. 2.5 .  .  .  .  . .H2 N tyh
For x F yk, we have
t
V 9 t s 2 y q c yg x q 2 g x y y F x q g x s ds .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H /tyh
t2 2q Nhg x y N g x s ds .  . .H
tyh
N y 1 h N y 1 h .  .
2 2q g x y g x t y h .  . .
2 2
t
F y2 g x F x q c q 2 g x g x s ds .  .  .  . .  .H
tyh
N y 1 h .t2 2 2q Nhg x y N g x s ds q g x .  .  . .H 2tyh
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t2 2F y2 g x F x q c q hg x q g x s ds .  .  .  . .  .H
tyh
N y 1 h .t2 2 2q Nhg x y N g x s ds q g x .  .  . .H 2tyh
s yg x F x q c y Nhg x y g x F x q c .  .  .  .  . .  .
N q 1 h . t2 2q g x y N y 1 g x s ds .  .  . .H2 tyh
N y 1 N q 1
Fy g x F x q c y g x F x qcyNhg x .  .  .  .  . .  .
2 N 2 N
t 2y N y 1 g x s ds .  . .H
tyh
Ny1 t 2Fy g x F x qc y Ny1 g x s ds. 2.6 .  .  .  .  . .  .H2 N tyh
<  . <  .For x t F k and y t g R, we have
c c c
2V 9 t s 2 y y x q y9 y x9 q Nhg x t .  . . /  /2k 2 2k
1t 2 2y N g x s ds q h N y 1 g x .  .  . .H 2tyh
1
2y h N y 1 g x t y h .  . .
2
c c c t
s 2 yy x q yg x y yyF x q g x s ds .  .  . .H /  /2k 2 2k tyh
t2 2q Nhg x y N g x s ds .  . .H
tyh
1 1
2 2q h N y 1 g x y h N y 1 g x t y h .  .  .  . .
2 2
c c c c c c
2s 2 y y x q yg x y y q y x y . . /  /2k 2 k k 2k 2
c c c
q 2 y y x q F x . /2k 2 2k
c c c t
y y y x q g s ds .H /  /k 2k 2 tyh
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1t2 2 2q Nhg x y N g x s ds q h N y 1 g x .  .  .  . .H 2tyh
1
2y h N y 1 g x t y h .  . .
2
c c c c c c
2F y y q y x y q 2 y y x q /  /k k 2k 2 2k 2
=
c c c t2 2yg x q F x q y q h g x s ds .  .  . .H /2k 2k 2k tyh
c c c t
q y x q g x s ds . .Hk 2k 2 tyh
1t2 2 2q Nhg x y N g x s ds q h N y 1 g x .  .  .  . .H 2tyh
1
2y h N y 1 g x t y h . 2.7 .  .  . .
2
< <Notice that for x F k, we have
c c c t
y x q g x s ds . .Hk 2k 2 tyh
2c ct t2 2F g x s ds F c q h g x s ds .  . .  .H Hk 2ktyh tyh
ch c3 1 c3t t2 2s g x s ds q F g x s ds q . .  . .  .H H2k 2k 2 2ktyh tyh
Now define
c c c c c c
U x , y s y x y q 2 y y x q yg x q F x .  .  . /  /  /k 2k 2 2k 2 2k
c3 1
2 2q q Nhg x q h N y 1 g x . .  .  .
2k 2
It then follows that
c t2 2V 9 t F y y q U x , y y N y 1 g x s ds 2.8 .  .  .  .  . .H2k tyh
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<  . <for x t F k. Therefore, there exist M ) 0 and a ) 0 such that
t2 2V 9 t F ya y t y N y 1 g x s ds 2.9 .  .  .  .  . .H
tyh
<  . < <  . < w x .whenever x t F k and y t G M. We also define E: C yh, 0 , R =
R ª Rq by
0 2< < < <E c , q s c 0 q q q N y 1 g c s ds 2.10 .  .  .  .  . .H
yh
 . w x .for any c , q g C yh, 0 , R = R,
< < < <Q s max U x , y : x F k , y F M 4 .
and
L s Q q M q k q 1. 2.11 .
  .. <  . <  .Now consider the case E x , y t G L. If x t G k, then V 9 t F 0 byt
 .  . <  . < <  . <  .  .2.5 and 2.6 . If x t F k and y t G M, then V 9 t F 0 by 2.9 . Now
<  . < <  . < suppose that x t F k and y t F M. It follows that N y
. t 2  ..  .  .  .1 H g x s ds G Q q 1 and V 9 t F y1 by 2.8 . Thus, V 9 t F 0tyh
  ..  .whenever E x , y t G L. Moreover, there exists D s D D ) 0 sucht 1 1
 .  .that V 0 F D . For the given L in 2.11 , there exists L ) 0 such that1 1
 .  .V c , q F L whenever E c , q F L. We then have either1
 .  .  .A V 0 G V t for all t G 0 or
 .  .  . w .B there exists t ) 0 such that V t ) V s for all s g 0, t .
 .  .  .  .If A holds, then V t F V 0 F D for all t G t . Now suppose B holds.1 0
 .   ..   ..Since V 9 s F 0 whenever E x , y s ) L, this implies that E x , y t Fs t
 .   ..  .  .L and V t s V x , y t F L if B occurs. Consequently, V s st 1
  ..V x , y s F L q D for all s G 0. This implies that there exists D ) 0s 1 1 2
such that
t 2y t q G x t q g x s ds F D 2.12 .  .  .  . .  .H 2
tyh
 .for all t G 0 by the definition of V. Now suppose that 2.4 holds. If
 .  .lim sup G u s q`, there exists B ) 0 such that G B ) D . Thisuªq` 1 1 2
 . q  .implies that x t F B for all t g R by 2.12 . Next suppose that1
 .lim sup F u s q`. There exists Q ) 0 such thatuªq` 0
x9 t F yF x t q Q for all t g Rq. .  . . 0
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 .  .There exists B ) 0 such that F B ) Q . We claim that x t - B for2 2 0 2
q  .  .all t g R . In fact, if there exists t ) 0 such that x t s B and x s - B1 1 2 2
for 0 F s - t , then1
0 F x9 t F yF x t q Q s yF B q Q - 0, .  .  . .1 1 0 2 0
w  .  .xa contradiction. Now suppose that lim sup G u q F u - q`. Ituªq`
 . q`  .  .then follows from 2.4 that H g s F s ds s q`. Let Q ) 0 be such0 1
<  . < <  . < q  .that G u q F u F Q for all u g R . Then there exists K s K D ) 01
such that
t
< <x9 t F y q F x q g x s ds .  .  . .H
tyh
t 2< <F y q F x q h q g x s ds F K .  . .H
tyh
 . 5 5 < <whenever x t G 0. Notice that f q y F D. Without loss of generality,0
we may assume that D G k. Let B ) D be such that3
2 NK B3D q L - g u F u du. .  .  .H1 1N y 1 D
 . qWe claim that x t - B for all t g R . Indeed, if there exists t ) 0 such3 3
 .  .that x t s B , then we can find a t G 0 such that x t s D and3 3 2 2
 . w x  .D F x s F B for s g t , t . Integrating 2.5 from t to t we have3 2 3 2 3
N y 1 t3V t F V t y g x s F x s ds .  .  .  . .  .H3 2 2 N t2
N y 1 x9 s .t3F V t y g x s F x s ds .  .  . .  .H2 2 N Kt2
N y 1 B3F D q L y g s F s ds - 0, .  .  .H1 1 2 KN D
 . qa contradiction. Thus x t F B q B q B for all t g R . A similar argu-1 2 3
ment shows that there exists a positive constant B ) 0 such that yB F4 4
 . qx t for all t g R whenever
0
lim sup G x y F x q g s F s q c ds s q`. .  .  .  . .H
y`xªy`
 . <  . <Therefore, we conclude that there exists D* s D* D such that x t F D*
q  .  .for all t g R whenever 2.4 holds. It then follows that solutions of 2.1
are UB.
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 .  .We now show that 2.4 is necessary. Suppose that 2.4 fails. To be
definite, we assume that
q`
lim sup G x q F x q g s F s ds - q`. .  .  .  .H
0xªq`
w x .  .  .Let f g C yh, 0 , R and f 0 G k with k given in 2.3 and define
2 w xg* s max g f u : u g yh , 0 . . . 5
There are some positive constants F* and G* such that
2 q< <F u F F* and G u F G* for u g R . .  .
Choose y ) 0 such that0
q`
2 2y y 4G* y 4F* y 6h g* y 8 g s F s ds ) 3. .  .H0
0
This implies also that
y2 ) 3 q 6h2 g* q 4F* ) 3 1 q h2 g* q F* .0
2’’G 1 q h g* q F* .
and
’’y ) 1 q h g* q F* .0
dx 0
s y y F x q g f s ds .  . .H0 0qdt ts0 yh
’’ ’G y y F x y h g* G y y F* y h g* ) 1. .0 0 0
 .We claim that x9 t ) 1 for all t G 0. Suppose there exists t ) 0 such that1
 .  .  .  . 2 .   ..x9 t s 1 and x9 s ) 1 for s g 0, t . Define H t s y t q 2G x t .1 1
Then for 0 F t F t we have1
t
H9 t s 2 yy9 q 2 g x x9 s y2 g x F x q 2 g x g x s ds .  .  .  .  .  . .H
tyh
t2 2G y2 g x F x y hg x y g x s ds .  .  .  . .H
tyh
2.13 .
t 2G y3g x F x y g x s ds. .  .  . .H
tyh
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 .Integrate 2.13 from 0 to t to obtain1
st t1 1 2H t G H 0 y 3g x s F x s ds y g x t dt ds. .  .  .  .  . .  .  .H H H1
0 0 syh
Changing the order of integration in the last term yields
t1H t G H 0 y 3g x s F x s ds .  .  .  . .  .H1
0
t yh tqh t t1 1 12 2y g x t ds dt y g x t ds dt .  . .  .H H H H
yh t t yh t1
t1G H 0 y 3g x s F x s ds .  .  . .  .H
0
t yh t1 12 2y h g x t dt y h g x t dt .  . .  .H H
yh t yh1
t1s H 0 y 3g x s F x s ds .  .  . .  .H
0
t 01 2 2y h g x s ds y h g x s ds .  . .  .H H
0 yh
t1 2G H 0 y 4 g x s F x s x9 s ds y h g* .  .  .  . .  .H
0
 .x t1 2G H 0 y 4 g u F u du y h g* .  .  .H
 .x 0
q`
2 2G y y 2G* y 4 g s F s ds y h g*. .  .H0
0
On the other hand, we have
H t s y2 t q 2G x t .  .  . .1 1 1
2
t1s x9 t q F x t y g x s ds q 2G x t .  .  .  . . .  .H1 1 1
t yh1
2
t2 1F 2 x9 t q 2 F x t y g x s ds q 2G* .  .  . . . H1 1
t yh1
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t22 1 2F 2 x9 t q 4 F x t q 4h g x s ds q 2G* .  .  . . H1 1
t yh1
2 2F 2 x9 t q 4F* q 4h g* .1
t1q 4 g x s F x s x9 s ds q 2G* .  .  . .  .H
0
q`2 2F 2 x9 t q 4F* q 4h g* q 4 g u F u du q 2G*. .  .  .H1
0
Thus,
q`2 22 x9 t G H t y 4F* y 2G* y 4h g* y 4 g u F u du .  .  .  .H1 1
0
q`
2 2G y y 2G* y 4 g s F s ds y h g* .  .H0
0
q`
2y 4F* y 2G* y 4h g* y 4 g u F u du .  .H
0
q`
2 2s y y 4F* y 4G* y 5h g* y 8 g s F s ds ) 3, .  .H0
0
 .  .which contradicts the assumption that x9 t s 1. Thus, x9 t ) 1 for all1
 .  .t G 0 and x t G x q t ª q` as t ª q`. This shows that 2.4 is neces-0
 .sary for uniform boundedness of solutions of 2.1 .
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the equation
x0 q f x x9 q sin x t y h s 0, 2.14 .  .  . .
where 0 F h - 1 and
w xcos x y sin x if x g yp , 0 ,
f x s .  w xcos x if x f yp , 0 .
 .  .Then solutions of 2.14 are UB. Indeed, g x s sin x,
x x




F x s f s ds s cos sds y sin sds s sin x y 2 .  .H H H
0 0 0
for x F yp .
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 .Let N s 2r 1 q h , k s p , and c s 2. If x G k, then
1 y h
2 2g x F x y Nhg x s sin x 1 y Nh s sin x G 0. .  .  .  . .
1 q h
If x F yk, then
w xg x F x y Nhg x q c s sin x sin x y 2 y Nh sin x q 2 .  .  . .
1 y h




2g x F x dx s sin x dx s q` .  .H H
0 0
and
yp0 0 2g x F x q c dx s g x F x q c dx q sin x dx s q`. .  .  .  . .  .H H H
y` yp y`
 .  .  .Thus, conditions 2.2 , 2.3 , and 2.4 are satisfied. By Theorem 2.1,
 .solutions of 2.14 are UB.
 .Now we strengthen the conditions in 2.3 to obtain the uniform ulti-
 .mate boundedness of solutions of 2.1 . Suppose that there are positive
constants c, k, N with N ) 1 such that
< <xg x ) 0 for x G k , 2.15 .  .
and
x F x y Nhg x ) 0 for x G k , .  . .
x F x y Nhg x q c ) 0 for x F yk . .  . .
 .  .THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that 2.15 holds. Then solutions of 2.1 are
 .UUB if and only if 1.6 is satisfied.
 .  .  .Proof. Notice that 2.15 implies 2.2 and 2.3 . By Theorem 2.1,
 .  . w x .solutions of 2.1 are UB. Let D ) 0, f, y g C yh, 0 , R = R with0
5 5 < <  .f q y F D. By uniform boundedness, there exist D* s D* D and0
 . <  . < <  . <  .V s V D ) 0 such that x t, f, y q y t, f, y F D* and V t F V0 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .  .for all t G 0, where V t is defined in Theorem 2.1. By 2.15 , 2.5 , 2.6 ,
 .  .  .2.8 , 2.9 , and the argument following 2.11 , there exists g ) 0 such that
 .   ..  .V 9 t F yg whenever E x , y t G L, where E and L are given in 2.10t
 .and 2.11 , respectively. Let T ) 0 be such that V y g T - 0. We claim0
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w x   ..   ..that there exists t g 0, T with E x , y t F L. Suppose that E x , y st s
w x) L for all s g 0, T . This implies that
V 9 s F yg 2.16 .  .
w x  .for all s g 0, T . Integrate 2.16 from 0 to T to obtain
V T F V y g T - 0, . 0
w x   ..which is a contradiction. Thus, there exists t g 0, T such that E x , y tt
 .  .F L. This yields V t F L for some L s L L . We then have either1 1 1
 .  .  .C V t G V t for all t G t or
 .  .  . w .D there exists t ) t such that V t ) V s for all s g t , t .
 .  .  .  .If C holds, then V t F V t F L for all t G T G t . Now suppose D1
 .   ..holds. Since V 9 s - 0 whenever E x , y s ) L, this implies thats
  ..  .   ..  .E x , y t F L and V t s V x , y t F L if D occurs. Consequently,t t 1
 .   ..V s s V x , y s F L for all s G t . By the definition of V, it followss 1
that
t 2y t q G x t q g x s ds F L .  .  . .  .H 2
tyh
 .  .for some L s L L and all t G t . Suppose that 1.6 holds. Using the2 2
 .argument following 2.12 with D replaced by L , we conclude that there2 2
 . <  . < <  . <exists B s B L such that x t q y t F B for all t G T G t . Thus,
 .  .solutions of 2.1 are UUB for bound B. The fact that 1.6 is necessary for
 .uniform ultimate boundedness of solutions of 2.1 follows from the second
part of the proof in Theorem 2.1.
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the equation
x0 q f x x9 q g x t y h s 0, 2.17 .  .  . .
 .  2 .where h G 0, g x s xr 1 q x for all x g R and
< <cos x if x F pr2,
f x s . 1 < <e cos x if x ) pr2, where 0 - e - .2
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 .  .If h - 2 1 y 2e , then solutions of 2.17 are UUB. Indeed, by a direct
computation, we have
< <¡sin x if x F pr2,~1 y e q e sin x if x ) pr2,F x s . ¢y 1 y e q e sin x if x - ypr2. .
 .Now choose N ) 1 such that Nh - 2 1 y 2e . Then for x G pr2, we have
Nh 2 x
F x y Nhg x s 1 y e q e sin x y ? . .  . 22 1 q x
Using Cauchy's inequality in the last term, we get
Nh Nh
F x y Nhg x G 1 y e q e sin x y G 1 y e y e y ) 0. .  .
2 2
A similar computation shows that if x F ypr2, then
Nh 2 x
F x y Nhg x s y1 q e q e sin x y ? .  . 22 1 q x
Nh 2 1 y 2e y Nh .
F y1 q 2e q s y .
2 2
  . .  .  .Let c s 2 1 y 2e y Nh r4. Then F x y Nhg x q c - 0 for x -
 .  .ypr2. Thus, 2.15 is satisfied with k s pr2. Moreover, 1.6 holds since
 .  .lim G x s q`. By Theorem 2.2, it follows that solutions of 2.17x ª "`
are UUB.
3. OSCILLATION
 .We consider an equivalent form of 1.1 , namely
x9 s y y F x , .
3.1 .
y9 s yg x t y h . . .
  .  ..  .DEFINITION 3.1. A solution x t , y t of 3.1 is said to oscillate if
 4there exists a sequence t tending monotonically to q` such thatn
 .x t s 0.n
w xThe theorem below is a generalization of the results in 6, 14 . Through-
 .out this section we assume that all solutions of 3.1 are continuable in the
future. Results on continuation of solutions of general functional differen-
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w xtial equations may be found in 3, 5 . We also make the following
assumptions on F.
 .  4A there exists a sequence z with z ) 0 and z ª 0 as n ª q`2 n n n
 .  4such that F z F 0; and there exists a sequence z with z - 0 andn n n
 .z ª 0 as n ª q` such that F z G 0.n n
 .  .  .THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that A and A are satisfied and xg x ) 01 2
 .  .for x / 0. Then all solutions of 3.1 oscillate if and only if 1.5 holds.
 .   .  ..  .Proof. Suppose that 1.5 holds and x t , y t is a solution of 3.1
which does not oscillate. Without loss of generality, we assume that
 .  .   .  ..x t ) 0 for t G T y h G 0. Let x , y s x T , y T and consider the0 0
 .   .  ..case where y ) F x . We first claim that x t , y t must intersect the0 0
 .curve y s F x . For the sake of obtaining a contradiction, suppose that
y t ) F x t 3.2 .  .  . .
for all t G T. Then
x9 t s y t y F x t ) 0 .  .  . .
and
y9 t s yg x t y h - 0. .  . .
 .  .  .Thus, x s x t is increasing and y s y t is decreasing with y t F y for0
 .all t G T. First, suppose that lim sup F u s q`. Then there existsuªq`
 .   ..  .B ) 0 such that F B ) y . Since F x t - y t F y , it follows that1 1 0 0
 .  .x T F x t F B for t G T. Choose b ) 0 such that1
y9 t s yg x t y h F yb for all T F t F q`. .  . .
This yields
y t F y y b t y T ª y` as t ª q` .  .0
and
y t y F x t F y t q sup F u ª y` as t ª q`, .  .  .  . .
x FuFB0 1
 .which contradicts 3.2 . Now suppose that
q` g u .
du s q`.H 1 q F u .0 y
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 .Let lim x t s K, 0 - K F q`. Then K s q`. Otherwise, there willt ªq`
be a contradiction similar to that above by letting B s K. It then follows1
that
F x t - y t F y for all t G T .  . . 0
and
t
y t s y y g x s y h ds .  . .H0
T
g x s . .tyh tyh
s y y g x s ds F y y x9 s ds .  . .H H0 0 y s y F x s .  . .Tyh T
g x s x9 s .  . .tyh
F y y dsH0 y q F x s . .T 0 y
for t G T q h. Thus,
g u . .x tyh
y t F y y du . H0 y q F u .x 0 y0
1 g u . .x tyhF y y du ª y` as t ª q`.H0 < <1 q y 1 q F u .x0 y0
 .  4Since x t ª q` as t ª q`, there exists a sequence t , t ª q` asn n
 .  .n ª q` such that x t s x , where x is defined in A . Thusn n n 1
yc F lim F x t - lim y t s y`, .  . .n n
nªq` nªq`
a contradiction. Therefore, there exists t ) T such that0
y t s F x t . 3.3 .  .  . .0 0
  .  ..Moreover, x t , y t will be in the region
x , y : y - F x , x ) 0 4 .  .
 .for t ) t . Notice that this also covers the case where y - F x to start0 0 0
 .  .with. Then x s x t and y s y t are decreasing for all t G t . There exists0
 .  .  .K G 0 such that lim x t s K and K F x t F x t for t G t . Ift ªq` 0 0
 .lim y t s y`, thent ªq`
x9 t s y t y F x t F y t y inf F u ª y`, .  .  .  .  . .
 .KFuFx t0
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 .  .  .which contradicts K F x t F x t . Now suppose that lim y t s0 t ªq`
 .   ..y* ) y`. Integrate y9 t s yg x t y h from t to t to obtain0
t
y t s y t y g x s y h ds. .  .  . .H0
t0
 .  .This implies that lim x t s 0 since x s x t is decreasing. Choose at ªq`
 .  .positive integer m with z - x t , where z is given in A . Letm 0 m 2
 .x t s z for some t ) t . It then follows thatm m m 0
y* s lim y t F y t - F x t s F z F 0. .  .  .  . .m m m
tªq`
1 . <   .. <There exists t ) t such that t G t implies that y t F y* and F x t1 0 1 2
1 < <F y* . Thus, for t G t , we have14
1 1 1< <x9 t s y t y F x t F y* q y* s y*. 3.4 .  .  .  . . 2 4 4
 .Integrating 3.4 from t to t, we obtain1
1x t F x t q y* t y t ª y` as t ª q`, .  .  .1 14
 .a contradiction. Thus there exists t ) t such that x t s 0. A similar2 1 2
 .argument shows that if y - F x and x - 0, there is t ) t such that0 0 0 3 0
 .  .  .  .x t s 0 and y t ) 0. Therefore, solutions of 3.1 oscillate if 1.5 holds.3 3
 .Now we show that 1.5 is necessary for the oscillation of all solutions of
 .  .3.1 . Indeed, suppose 1.5 fails. To be definite, we assume that
q` g u .
lim sup F u - q` and du - q`. . H 1 q F u .0uªq` y
 .Let M ) 0 be such that F x F M for all x G 0. For any x ) 0, define0
q` g u .
y s M q 1 q hg x q du. 3.5 .  .H0 0 1 q F u .0 y
 . w x   .  ..Let f u s x for all u g yh, 0 and consider the solution x t , y t s0
  .  ..  .x t, f, y , y t, f, y . We first claim that y t ) M q 1 for all t G 0.0 0
 .  .Suppose that there exists t G 0 such that y t s M q 1 and y s ) M q 1
w .for all s g 0, t . It then follows that
x9 t s y t y F x t .  .  . .
G M q 1 y M y F x t s 1 q F x t .  . .  . .y y
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w .  . w .  .for all t g 0, t . Thus x s x t is increasing on 0, t . Integrate y9 t s
  ..yg x t y h from 0 to t to obtain
t tyh
y t s y y g x u y h du s y y g x u du .  .  . .  .H H0 0
0 yh
t
G y y hg x y g x u du .  . .H0 0
0
t g x u . .
G y y hg x y x9 u du .  .H0 0 1 q F x u . .0 y
g s . .x ts y y hg x y ds . H0 0 1 q F s .x y0
q` g s .
) y y hg x y ds s M q 1, . H0 0 1 q F s .0 y
 .which contradicts the definition of t . Therefore, y t ) M q 1 and
 .  .   ..    ..x9 t s y t y F x t ) M q 1 y M y F x t G 1 for all t G 0. Thisy
  .  ..implies that x t , y t does not oscillate and the proof is complete.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the system of equations
x9 t s y y F x , .  .
3.6 .
y9 t s yg x t y h , .  . .
 .  2 .where h G 0, g x s xr 1 q x for all x g R,
1
F x s x sin x q for x / 0, and F 0 s 0. 3.7 .  .  . /x
 .Then all solutions of 3.6 oscillate.
 .  .  .Proof. It is clear that A and A are satisfied with F defined in 3.71 2
 .  .  .and xg x ) 0 for x / 0. Moreover, 1.5 holds with lim sup F u suªq`
 .  .q` and lim inf F u s y`. By Theorem 3.1, all solutions of 3.6uªy`
oscillate.
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